Utilities are likely a top line item in your budget – so how do you make sure you’re tracking your energy use and capitalizing on opportunities for savings?

Energy Manager™ by Brightly is an energy management platform designed as a smarter way to manage utilities, reduce waste and help you reinvest your savings where they matter most.

Key Benefits

**Evaluate**
Improve visibility with your utility bills and data centralized, so you can easily see energy use and drive smarter decisions – all in one intuitive interface.

**Validate**
Track, measure and verify utility billing and capital projects to show true ROI and report on resulting avoided cost.

**Motivate Communication**
Prove your impact with near real-time interval data and actionable insights to help build a culture of conservation across your organization.
Real Results for Clients

- Brightly clients reduced their CO2 output by **142,150 tons** last year
- Brightly clients saved over **12 billion gallons** of water last year
- Brightly clients saved over **$171.4 million** on electricity last year

Which is equal to taking **27,380 cars off the road** for one year
Which is enough to fill **118,545 Olympic sized swimming pools**
That’s enough to hire **3,167 electricians**

Legendary Client Support

We provide our best service so you can do your best work

At Brightly, our client support is legendary. That’s because we’re experts at smooth implementations, thorough data migrations, and providing ongoing support via email, phone or chat so you always have someone to talk to.

“What really drew us to the software was the Interval Data Recording graphs. That’s what set it apart. The software is a vital tool in our toolbox, and it allows us to validate everything we’re doing.”

Chris Baker
Kenton County School District
Read more

About Brightly

Brightly, the global leader in intelligent asset management solutions, enables organizations to transform the performance of their assets. Brightly’s sophisticated cloud-based platform leverages more than 20 years of data to deliver predictive insights that help users through the key phases of the entire asset lifecycle. More than 12,000 clients of every size worldwide depend on Brightly’s complete suite of intuitive software – including CMMS, EAM, Strategic Asset Management, IoT Remote Monitoring, Sustainability and Community Engagement. Paired with award-winning training, support and consulting services, Brightly helps light the way to a bright future with smarter assets and sustainable communities. For more information, visit brightlysoftware.com.